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"wee determined, however, that the .38 Opetial 	th * 'sum 
revolver, 1126 is saosg those weapons which prodn 
impressicms Of the type found on Q13. 

"The lead metal of Q4 and Q8, Q9, Q14 and Q15 is similar to 
it,e laid of the core of the bullet frageentt  

"A sail tuft of textile fibers 1411 found adhering to a 
Jagged area on the left side of the metal butt plate on.the 	gun. 
Included in this tuft of fibers nose-  gray-black, dark Ws tad 
orange-yellow cotton fibers which match in sicroscopio character-
istics the gray-black, dark blue and orange-yellow cotton fibers coe-
posing the 911 shirt of the suspect. These fibers could have originated 
from this shirt. 

"A single brown viscoes fiber and **Torsi light green cotton 
fibers were found adhering to the 910 paper bag. These fibers match 
in microscopic characteristics the brown viscose fibers and light 
green cotton fibers present in the composition of the Q12 blanket and 
could have originated from this blanket. 

"It is pointed out, however, that fibers do'not exhibit 
sufficient individual microscopic characteristics to be positively 
identified as origivating fros a particular source to the exclusion 
of all others. 

*No fibers were found on the Al gun that could he associated 
with the Q12 blanket and notibers were found on the QI0 paper bang 
that could be associated with the 44/1 skirt. 

"Tbe debris, including foreign textile fibers and baits, 
removed from the 4412 blashatt and Q11 skirt has been placed in pill-
boxes for possible future cosparisoss. These pillboxes sad tbs glass 
microscope slides contsinlog fibers removed tram 11 sad Qlo are being 
temporarily retained in the Laboratory for passible future compariscas 
with additional items of the suspect's clothing should they be regerered. 

"The Q12 blanket has been folded double and one corner ban 
been folded in and pinned with a esfety pin. k length of obits cotton 
cord has been tied around this corner giving it a triaegular-shaped 
appearance as if it had once contained a long object. 
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